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Abstract
Data mining is the process of extracting the valuable patterns
from large volume of data. Clustering in data mining is the
process of dividing the data points depending on their
similarity level. Clustering techniques for managing the high
dimensional data is more complicated because of intrinsic
sparsity nature of high dimensional data. However, the
clustering accuracy and similarity measurement time was not
improved using existing clustering techniques such as fuzzy cmeans and spectral clustering. In order to overcome these
limitations, Dice Similarity Threshold based Ensemble
Clustering (DST-EC) Technique is introduced. DST-EC
technique clusters the sparsely distributed high dimensional
data points based on the similarity value. Initially in DST-EC
technique, Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement
Algorithm is introduced to measure the similarity between
two high dimensional data points with minimum similarity
measurement time consumption and higher true positive rate.
After finding the similarity, the different similarity threshold
range is set for clustering the data points. Finally based on the
similarity threshold value, Similarity Threshold Ensemble
Clustering Algorithm clusters the similar data points to form
number ofclusters with higher clustering accuracy. The
performance of DST-EC technique is measured in terms
oftrue positive rate, similarity measurement time and
clustering accuracy with El Nino weather data sets from UCI
Machine Learning Repository. The experimental result
explains that the DST-EC technique improves the clustering
accuracy by 15% and reduces the similarity measurement time
by 21% when compared to state-of-the-art-works.
Keywords: data mining, clustering, similarity, threshold
range, dice similarity coefficient measurement, similarity
threshold ensemble clustering.
Introduction
Clustering is the process of grouping the similar data items
together to form the cluster. Clustering is a challenging issue

forthe discovery of identical groups of data based on
similarity measure. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) model was
introduced in [1] with sparse regularizationby varying the
FCM objective function into weighted between-cluster sum of
square form. But, the clustering accuracy was not improved
using FCM model.
Two weight matrix constructions were introduced for spectral
clustering algorithm in [2] using the similarity of sparse
representation vectors. Though the clustering accuracy was
improved, the algorithm consumes large amount of time for
finding similar data points.
The local input space histogram was introduced in [3] to
enhance the prototype-based vector quantization techniques to
collect large amount of information about structure of relevant
input space. Though, designed technique increased the
performance of visualization and hierarchical clustering, the
true positive rate was not improved. Modified fuzzy c-medoid
clustering algorithm was introduced in [4] with geodesic
distance measure and selected thepotential cluster between the
central objects.
The designed techniques managed the data that lie on low
dimensional manifold of high dimensional feature space. But,
the clustering accuracy was not improved as it employed
geodesic distance measure.Constraint Partitioning K-Means
algorithm was introduced in [5] to form accurate clusters by
means of Principal Component Analysis. But, the clustering
was not carried out in efficient manner.
A stratified sampling method was introduced in [6] for
creating the subspace component datasetsduring the ensemble
clustering of data. A new development of Extreme learning
machine (ELM) was surveyed and its applications in high
dimensional as well as in large data were studied in
[7].Discriminative embedded clustering (DEC) approach was
introduced in [8] for addressing the formulated nonconvex
optimization issues. But, the clustering accuracy was not
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improved using DEC approach.Sparse Subspace Clustering
was carried out in [9] that cluster the data points through
sparse optimization program to assume clustering of data into
subspaces for minimizing the outliers. Group Sparse graph
(GSgraph) method was introduced in [10] with Kernel tricks
for constructing an informative graph by auto-grouped sparse
regularization depending on ℓ1-graph. But, sparse graph
construction failed to satisfy the locality limitation as well as
failed to combine nonzero coefficients locality and sparsity.

Dice Similarity Coefficient
El Nino
weather Data
Set

Similarity Threshold Data

In order to overcome the above mentioned issues, Dice
Similarity Threshold based Ensemble Clustering (DST-EC)
Technique is introducedfor efficient clustering of similar data
points from sparsely distributed high dimensional dataset.

Point Clustering
Clusters the data points
based on the similarity
threshold value

The contribution of our research is given as:Dice Similarity
Threshold based Ensemble Clustering (DST-EC) Technique
clusters the sparselydistributed high dimensional data points
based on similarity measure between the data points. In DSTEC technique, Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement
Algorithm is used to find the similarity between two high
dimensional data points with minimum similarity
measurement time consumption and higher true positive rate.
After finding the similarity between data points, the different
similarity thresholdrange is set. Finally based on the similarity
threshold value, the clustering process is carried outusing
Similarity Threshold Ensemble Clustering Algorithm with
higher clustering accuracy.
The rest of the paper ordered as follows. In Section 2, the
proposed DST-EC technique is described with the help of
architectural diagram. In Section 3, experimental evaluation is
discussed and result analysis is carried out with help of tables
and graph in Section 4. A review of different high
dimensional data clusteringis studied in section 5. The Section
6 concludes the designed work.

Dice Similarity Based Ensemble Clustering Technique
The Dice Similarity Threshold based Ensemble Clustering
(DST-EC) Technique is introduced to cluster the
sparselydistributed high dimensional data points. DST-EC
technique is employed for clustering the sparse data points
with higher clustering accuracy. DST-ECtechnique introduces
Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement Algorithm to find
the similarity betweentwo sparsely distributed high
dimensional data points with lesser similarity measurement
time consumption. Then, DST-EC technique assigns different
similarity threshold range. Finally based on the similarity
threshold range assigned, Similarity Threshold Ensemble
Clustering Algorithm clusters the similar data points with
higher clustering accuracy. The overall architectural diagram
of DST-EC Technique for clustering the sparselydistributed
high dimensional data points is explained in Figure 1. From
Figure 1, DST-EC Technique initially collects the sparsely
distributed high dimensional data points from El Nino weather
dataset as input.

Measures similarity
between two data
points

Effective Sparse High
Dimensional Data Clustering

Figure 1:Overall Architectural Design of Dice Similarity
Threshold based Ensemble Clustering (DST-EC) Technique

After that, DST-EC Technique usedDice Similarity
Coefficient
Measurement
Algorithmfor
measuring
thesimilarity between two data points from sparse high
dimensional database. Then, DST-EC technique set different
similarity threshold range. Finally based on the similarity
threshold range assigned, Similarity Threshold Ensemble
Clustering Algorithm clusters the similar data points with
higher clustering accuracy.The brief description of dice
similarity coefficient measurement and similarity threshold
ensemble clustering are explained in upcoming section.

Dice similarity coefficient measurement
The DST-EC Technique used Dice Similarity Coefficient to
increase the performance of similar data pointsfrom the
sparsely distributed high dimensional dataset (i.e., El Nino
weather dataset). The Dice Similarity Coefficient measures
the similarity between the two data points in sparsely
distributed high dimensional dataset for clustering of similar
data points with higher clustering accuracy. The input
sparselyhigh dimensional datasetis initially divided into
number of data pointsand then Dice Similarity Coefficient is
measured based on data type such as sea surface temperatures,
relative humidity,rainfall, subsurface temperatures air
temperature data etc. The process involved in Dice Similarity
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Coefficient measurement for finding the similar data points in
a given dataset is described in Figure 2.

// Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement Algorithm
Input: El Nino weather dataset
Output: Similar data points
Step 1:Begin

El Nino
weather
dataset

Divides Dataset into
number of data points

Step 2: For each data point in given dataset
Step 3: MeasureDiceSimilarity Coefficient using (1)
Step 4: If ( Dice similarity value 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑗 lies
between 0 to 0.1)then

Measures Dice Similarity
Coefficient for each data point

Step 5:Data point is said to be similar
Step 6:Else

No
If 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑥𝑦
value of data
point is 0 to
0.1

Step 7:Data point is said to be dissimilar
Dissim
ilar
Data
Points

Step 8:End if
Step 9: End for
Step 10:End

Yes

Algorithm 1 Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement
Algorithm

Similar Data Points

Figure 2:Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement

From Figure 2, DST-EC Technique initially measures thedice
similarity for each data pointin dataset.As a result, the Dice
Similarity Coefficient of each data pointis measuredby using
mathematical formula,

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖,𝑗 =

2𝑥𝑖 𝑇 ∗𝑥𝑗
‖𝑥𝑖 ‖2 +‖𝑥𝑗 ‖

2

From
algorithm
1,DST-EC
Technique
efficiently
identifiessimilar data points for clustering process. After
measuring the DiceSimilarity Coefficient between data points,
similarity threshold ensemble clusteringprocess is carriedin
order to improve the performance of clustering accuracy.

Similarity threshold ensemble clustering
The DST-EC Technique used Similarity Threshold Ensemble
Clustering for improving theclustering accuracy of sparsely
distributed high dimensional data. In Similarity Threshold
Ensemble Clustering process, data pointclusteringis carried
out based on different similarity threshold values

(1)

From equation (1) ‘𝑥𝑖 ’ and ‘𝑥𝑗 ’representsdata points from
given sparse high dimensional dataset.
The Dice Similarity Values between two data points
rangesfrom0 to 1.0. Therefore, data point with dicesimilarity
value between 0 and 1.0 is taken as similar data points. Then,
the remainingdata points are considered as dissimilar data
pointsfor clustering process. The algorithmic process of Dice
Similarity Coefficient for finding the similardata pointis
described below,

(i.e,(𝑇0 , … , 𝑇𝑖−1 ), (𝑇𝑖 , … . . 𝑇𝑗−1 ), (𝑇𝑗 … . , 𝑇𝑛 )).
In first cluster,the data points with the dice similarity
coefficient values ranging from𝑇0 to 𝑇𝑖−1 get clustered. Then
in the second cluster, data points with dice similarity
coefficient values ranging from 𝑇𝑖 to 𝑇𝑗−1 get grouped.
Likewise, the data points get clustered based on the similarity
threshold range. The process involved in Similarity Threshold
Ensemble Clusteringis explained in below Figure 3.
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Similar
Data
Point

From Algorithm 2,Similarity Threshold Ensemble Clustering
Algorithm in DST-EC Technique initially collects the similar
data pointsas input. In Similarity Threshold Ensemble
Clustering Algorithm, Similarity Threshold value range is
initialized. During the sparsely distributed high dimensional
data point clustering process, the dice similarity coefficient
measure of data point within the similarity threshold range is
clustered. This Similarity Threshold Ensemble Clustering
processgets repeated until the similarity threshold value𝑇
reaches the maximum value of 1.0. This in turn increases the
clustering accuracy using DST-EC Technique.

Set similarity threshold
range for each cluster

Cluster the data points into different
cluster based on generated similarity
threshold range

Experimental evaluation

Figure 3:Similarity Threshold Ensemble Cluster Process

As shown in Figure 3, Similarity Threshold Ensemble Cluster
initially collects the similar data pointsas input from Dice
Similarity Coefficient Measurement Algorithm. Then,
clustering of sparse high dimensionaldata points is carried
outusingdifferentsimilarity threshold values for improving the
clustering accuracy. The clustering result of Similarity
Threshold Ensemble Clustering process comprises k-number
of clusters with different number of data points based on
similaritythreshold values. The algorithmic process of
similarity threshold ensemble clustering is describedbelow,

In this section, Dice Similarity Threshold based Ensemble
Clustering (DST-EC) Techniqueis implemented in Java
Language with Inter 4-core 2.6GHz CPU and 12 GB RAM.
The proposed DST-EC Technique is compared with two
existing methods such as Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model [1]
and Spectral Clustering Algorithm [2]. The proposed
technique uses E1 Nino dataset from UCI Machine Learning
Repository to conduct experiments. This E1 Nino dataset from
Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array was developed by
international Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA)
program. The dataset comprises 12 attributes and 178080
instances. The data comprises of the following variables: date,
latitude, longitude, zonal winds (west<0, east>0), meridional
winds (south<0, north>0), relative humidity, air temperature,
sea surface temperature and subsurface temperatures down to
a depth of 500 meters. The dataset characteristics is spatiotemporal and attribute characteristics is both real and integer.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

// Similarity Threshold Ensemble Cluster Algorithm
Input:Similar data points, DiceSimilarity Threshold range
Output: Groups Similar data point based on dice similarity
threshold
Step 1:Begin
Step 2:For similar data points in dataset
Step 3:Repeat

The result analysis of DST-EC technique is compared against
with existing two approaches namely Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
model [1] and Spectral Clustering Algorithm [2] respectively.
The performance of DST-EC technique is evaluated on
various factors such as clustering accuracy, true positive rate
and similarity measurement time with help of tables and
graphs.

Step 4:Generate new Dice Similarity Threshold Range
Step 5:Cluster data points based on the generated new
similarity threshold
Step 6:Until a stop criterion is met
Step 7:Return Many cluster of similar data points based
onsimilarity threshold value
Step 9: End for
Step 10:End
Algorithm 2 Similarity Threshold Ensemble Clustering
Algorithm

Impact of similarity measurement time
Similarity Measurement Time(SMT)is defined as the amount
of time taken for finding the similarity between two data
points. It is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms).The
similarity measurement time is mathematically formulated as,
𝑆𝑀𝑇 = 𝑛 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦

(2)

From (2), ‘𝑛’ represents number of data points. When the
similarity measurement time is lesser, the method is said to be
more efficient.
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Table 1:Tabulation for Similarity Measurement Time
Number of
Data Points

clustering the similar data points when compared to Fuzzy CMeans (FCM) model [1] and Spectral Clustering Algorithm
[2]. In addition, when the number of data points increases,
thesimilarity measurement time also gets increased in all three
methods. However, the similarity measurement time using
proposed DST-EC technique is lesser. This is because of
application of Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement
Algorithm in DST-EC technique where it efficiently
calculates the similaritybetween two data points. This in turn
helps to reduce thesimilarity measurement time of sparse high
dimensional data in an efficient way. As a result, proposed
DST-EC technique reducesthe similarity measurement time of
sparse high dimensional data by 28% as compared to Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) model [1] and 15% as compared to Spectral
Clustering Algorithm [2] respectively.

Similarity Measurement Time (ms)
FCM
Model

Spectral Clustering
Algorithm

DST-EC
technique

50

52

42

36

100

56

46

38

150

60

48

41

200

62

51

44

250

65

55

47

300

67

58

49

350

70

61

52

400

73

63

54

450

76

67

57

500

79

71

59

Impact of true positive rate

Similarity Measurement Time (ms)

Table 1illustrates the similarity measurement time with
respect to number of data points ranging from 50 to 500.
When the number of data point gets increased, the similarity
measurement time also gets increased correspondingly. But,
the similarity measurement time of proposed DST-EC
technique is comparatively lesser than that of the Fuzzy CMeans (FCM) model [1] and Spectral Clustering Algorithm
[2].

True Positive Rate (TPR) of
described as the ratio of number
identified as similar to the total
true positive rate of is measured
and formulated as,

similarity measurement is
of data points that correctly
number of data points. The
in terms of percentages (%)

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠

*100

(3)
When the true positive rate is higher, the technique is said to
be more efficient.
Table 2:Tabulation for True Positive Rate

90
80

Number of
Data Points

70

True Positive Rate (%)
FCM
Model

Spectral
Clustering
Algorithm

DST-EC
technique

50

69.12

72.65

85.54

100

70.98

73.17

86.41

150

72.56

74.56

87.86

200

73.64

75.96

89.14

250

74.79

77.21

90.72

300

75.14

78.63

91.89

350

76.38

79.14

92.47

400

77.46

80.39

93.61

450

78.23

81.45

94.52

500

79.64

82.87

95.12

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Number of Data Points

FCM Model
Spectral Clustering Algorithm
DST-EC technique

Figure 4:Measure of Similarity Measurement Time

Figure 4explains the similarity measurement time measure of
sparse high dimensional data versus number of data points in
range of 50-500. From the figure, proposed DST-EC
technique has lesser similarity measurement time for

Table 2 shows the true positive rate with respect to number of
data points ranging from 50 to 500. When the number of data
point gets increased, the true positive rate also gets increased
correspondingly. But, the true positive rate of proposed DSTEC technique is comparatively higher than that of the Fuzzy
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True Positive Rate (%)

C-Means (FCM) model [1] and Spectral Clustering Algorithm
[2].

Table 3:Tabulation for Clustering Accuracy
Number of
Data Points

FCM
Model

Spectral
Clustering
Algorithm

DST-EC
technique

50

71.24

78.25

86.24

100

72.35

79.63

87.81

150

73.69

80.17

88.32

200

74.87

81.54

89.64

250

75.96

82.36

90.11

300

76.32

83.67

91.28

350

77.98

84.23

92.83

FCM Model

400

78.21

85.74

93.34

Spectral Clustering Algorithm

450

79.44

86.98

94.24

DST-EC technique

500

80.79

87.45

95.38

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
50

Clustering Accuracy (%)

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Number of Data Points

Figure 5portrays the true positive rate measure of sparse high
dimensional data versus number of data points in range of 50500. From figure, proposed DST-EC technique has higher true
positive ratewhile finding the similar data points when
compared to Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model [1] and Spectral
Clustering Algorithm [2]. In addition, when the number of
data points increases, the true positive rate also gets increased
in all three methods. However, the true positive rate using
proposed DST-EC technique is higher. This is because of
application of Dice Similarity Coefficient Measurement
Algorithm in DST-EC technique where it efficiently and
correctlyfinds the similar data points. This in turn helps to
increase the true positive rate of sparse high dimensional data
in an efficient way. As a result, proposed DST-EC technique
increases the true positive rate of sparse high dimensional data
by 21% as compared to Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model [1] and
17% as compared to Spectral Clustering Algorithm [2]
respectively.

Table 3 shows the clustering accuracy with respect to number
of data points ranging from 50 to 500. When the number of
data point gets increased, the clustering accuracy also gets
increased correspondingly. But, the clustering accuracy of
proposed DST-EC technique is comparatively higher than that
of the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model [1] and Spectral
Clustering Algorithm [2].
120
Clustering Accuracy (%)

Figure 5:Measure of True Positive Rate

100
80
60
40
20
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Number of Data Points
FCM Model
Spectral Clustering Algorithm
DST-EC technique

Impact of clustering accuracy
Clustering accuracy is defined as ratio of number of similar
data points that are clustered correctly to the total number of
data points. It is measured in terms of percentage (%).The
clustering accuracy is mathematically formulated as,
𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠

(4)

When the clustering accuracy is higher, the method is said to
be more efficient.

Figure 6:Measure of Clustering Accuracy

Figure 6 describes the clustering accuracy measure of sparse
high dimensional data versus number of data points in range
of 50-500. From figure, proposed DST-EC technique has
higher clustering accuracy during clustering process when
compared to Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model [1] and Spectral
Clustering Algorithm [2]. In addition, when the number of
data points during clustering increases, the clustering accuracy
also gets increased in all three methods. However, the
clustering accuracy using proposed DST-EC technique is
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higher. This is because of application of Similarity Threshold
Ensemble Clustering Algorithm in DST-EC technique where
it efficiently clusters the similar data points based on the
similarity threshold values. This in turn helps to increase the
clustering accuracy of sparse high dimensional data in an
efficient way. As a result, proposed DST-EC technique
increases the clustering accuracy of sparse high dimensional
data by 19% as compared to Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) model
[1] and 9% as compared to Spectral Clustering Algorithm [2]
respectively.

RELATED WORKS
PEEDR and CPGS Clustering Algorithms for Probabilistic
Graphs (CA-PG) [11] were designed to address the clustering
correlated probabilistic graph issues and to increase the
clustering efficiency. But, the true positive rate was not
improved using clustering process. A multiview point-based
similarity measure with two related clustering methods were
introduced in [12]. A modified PROCLUS algorithm termed
as MPROCLUS was introduced in [13] for clustering the high
dimensional data with higher performance on running time
and consistency. But, the clustering accuracy was not
improved in above mentioned techniques.

sparsely distributed high dimensional data. DST-EC technique
uses Similarity Coefficient Measurement Algorithm to
measure the similarity between two data points with lesser
similarity measurement time consumption. After finding the
similarity between the data points, the different similarity
threshold range is set for clustering the data points. Finally
based on the similarity threshold value, Similarity Threshold
Ensemble Clustering Algorithm clusters thedata points with
higherclustering accuracy. The efficiency of DST-EC
technique is evaluated with two exiting methods in terms of
similarity measurement time, true positive rate and clustering
accuracy.The experimental results show that DST-EC
technique provides better performance with an enhancement
of clustering accuracy as well as true positive rate and reduced
the similarity measurement time when compared to state-ofthe-art works.
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CONCLUSION
An efficient Dice Similarity Threshold based Ensemble
Clustering (DST-EC) Technique is developed to cluster the
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